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Building an inclusive culture 
of justice, health, and peace 
in Proviso Township
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As I reflect on the last 12 months at the Quinn
Center, I’m filled with overwhelming gratitude for
the growth we’ve experienced--not only as an
organization, but also as individual staff
members, volunteers and partners. 

We acquired new skills and mastered new
technologies as we adapted programming to
meet  ever-evolving health and safety guidelines.
We expanded program offerings into new areas
and forged new partnerships that are now an
integral part of our current and future
programming. We also learned new stewarding
processes and discovered new evaluation
methods as we were fortunate to work with
several new institutions and organizations. 

The ability to experience this growth would not
have been possible without you.  Thank you for all
of your efforts and support of the Quinn Center-
-for trusting us to be the helping hand in our
community and for partnering with us to live out
our mission of building an inclusive culture of
justice, health, and peace in the community.

With gratitude and appreciation,

Kristen K. Mighty, PhD, MPH

Message from the
Director

"It [the Quinn Center] carries the mission of the church – to be one community united in respect
and love – into the streets of Maywood and Broadview...his [Msgr. Quinn's] spirit is certainly
present: reaching a helping hand, offering compassion and hope, inviting and encouraging
personal and community growth...That is a legacy to celebrate, and a dream to build on."
-excerpted from "The Legacy of Msgr. Bill Quinn, written for the 100th anniversary of his birth in 2015



of food collected from

community partners for

Thanksgiving meal boxes 

18,000 lbs.

received at least 1 dose of the

COVID vaccine at Quinn (714 total

doses given during 65+ clinics)

604 individuals

learned about community

engagement as interns,

community-based learning

students, or long-term volunteers

16+ college students

from more than 777 families

reached with Thanksgiving meal

boxes

2,822 people

provided with accompaniment

services to address 154 cases

related to navigating systems

and accessing resources

58 Proviso
residents
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Our year in numbers

FY22 Income: $594,058

FY22 Expenses: $525,516

Grants                                                   
Individual contributions                     
Parish contributions                           
Fundraising & program services          
Miscellaneous                                        

72%
22%

4%
1%
1%

Programming
Administration
Development

64%
22%
14%

*Remaining $68,542 is earmarked for FY23 startup costs and
specific projects per funder restrictions
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Our Community Soup Kitchen
has been operating as a weekly
drive-through meal distribution
since March 2020. This fiscal
year we served 16,803
individuals from 4,100+ families.

"I'm grateful to have been lucky enough to
receive help from the Quinn Center,
especially during COVID...Both of my parents
took the risk to continue to work during these
times, which only made things harder with a
constant fear of possibly getting COVID at
their jobs. The groceries we received stopped
us from having to go on extra grocery runs
and risk the possibility of getting COVID. It is
still very beneficial to my family to have an
outlet to easily receive food." 

of survey respondents said 
the Quinn Center was one of 
the few sources of food 
for their family that week.
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HUNGER MINISTRY
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Through a new relationship with No Kid Hungry
and Real Foods Collective, we started to provide
bags of fresh produce one Tuesday per month,
both for Quinn Center families and those who
participate in Catholic Charities’s West Suburban
Parenting Program. This initiative seeks to
increase access to nutritious food for children
ages 0-5.

96%
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YOUTH ENRICHMENT
As beloved families and their quickly growing
children returned to in-person programming
after the prolonged pandemic hiatus, they
brought new ideas and energy that helped us to
generate collective excitement about the future
rather than struggling to address the needs of
immediate survival.

We made a strategic shift away from screens
and focused instead on social-emotional
learning: restoring relationships, fostering
interpersonal interactions, and determining what
each child needed to grow and succeed. It was
a year of discovery, flexibility, and patience as
we worked to provide routine and structure that
encouraged progress over perfection.

- 67 grade school students

enrolled

- 30 local teens employed

as camp counselors

- 19 teachers & 7

leadership staff hired 

- 899 lunches served &

1068 meals sent home

Summer 2021
Program

- Parent

resource nights

- Back to school

drive in movie

- Fall Fest

Carnival at Quinn

- Nutrition class

Fall 2021
Program 

- Plant & Play with

Nazareth Academy

- Community Café

series on trauma-

informed care

- Weekly "music and

movement" class

Spring 2022  
Program

Watch the 2021 summer program highlight reel: 
bit.ly/QCsummer21
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SENIOR PROGRAMS
"I learned so much about what community work
entails and how hard so many kindhearted
people work to support their communities. I
discovered how valuable connections can be,
and how simple conversations can turn into
mutually beneficial relationships. I learned from
the wisdom of seniors and witnessed to their
lived experiences of racism and discrimination.
Perhaps most importantly, I learned how
consistency is key, and how an incredible
supportive community can flourish when you
give people a safe space to connect."

- Hana O., Schweitzer Fellow & Loyola University
medical student

We partnered with The

Firehouse Dream to

create “Senior Stories,” a

series of interviews with

local seniors. This

brought visibility to our

participants, who often

felt isolated and

overlooked, and allowed

local youth to learn from

senior wisdom.

Senior
Stories

Participants shared heart

wrenching experiences with cancer

and discussed preventative care in

under-resourced communities.

They encouraged each other to

“always advocate for yourself and

your health, even if others don’t

take you seriously or call you crazy

because of your race or gender.”

Equal
Hope

This group of

Loyola medical

students with

musical talent

hosted musical

Bingo and

performed

Christmas carols

at our December

art therapy class.

Healing
Notes

Watch senior stories at: 
bit.ly/QCseniorstories
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In October we recognized All Souls
Day by honoring recently deceased
members of the Quinn Center family.
Family members were presented with
a memorial plaque to be placed in the
courtyard garden. (1)

We celebrated the Quinn Center's
11th anniversary with a Mass and 
 outdoor reception in November. (2)

SPECIAL 
EVENTS

With the support of the Loyola University
Nursing Program, we hosted our first annual
community health fair since the pandemic
in April 2022. The day included CPR and stop
the bleed trainings, along with resources from
43 service providers. (3)

Our spring community cafe series
welcomed the Nehemiah Community Project
to educate about trauma-informed care,
especially for young people.

Our 2nd annual Cultivate Quinn gardening
event took place on a Saturday in May and
raised over $2,000 for our youth summer
program. A talented local DJ and the promise
of an afternoon cookout kept spirits high,
despite the rainy morning. (4)

(1)

(2)

(3) (4)
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St. Elizabeth Seton Catholic Church
Visitation Parish 
Divine Savior (Norridge)
Divine Providence Catholic Church
St. Paul VI (formerly Mater Christi)
Ascension Parish (Oak Park)
Congregation of St. Joesph & 
     Nazareth Academy
Christ the King Jesuit College Prep
Dominican University Ministry
The Frances Xavier Warde School
Able Ministries
Impact Church
Trusty Cup Productions

THANK YOU 
to our partners, donors,
and volunteers!

Best of Proviso Township
Taller de Jose
Loyola University
     Center for Community & Global Health
     Parkinson School
     HSC Campus Ministry
     Niehoff School of Nursing
     CERCL
Real Foods Collective
Village of Maywood
Triton College-University Bible Fellowship
Matot, Inc.
Firehouse Subs (Stone Park)
The Firehouse Dream
University of IL Extension
Catholic Charities West Suburban Parenting
Nehemiah Community Project
Coalition for Spiritual & Public Leadership
CIMPAR
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